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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5090 200 4.45 n/a 31 9 3/5 39.5 6.69 3.95 120 15

CAREER INFORMATION

8-22-91 (27)Ellington, Bruce Turchyn, Nick

TEAM

Detroit Lions14–4th–SF

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

South Carolina (SCUN)

WR

SUMMARY

6 year veteran who most recently was a 3rd/4th WR in Jim Bob Cooter's offense in Detroit, after starting the 
season with Bill O'Brien's Houston Texans where he found limited opportunity before injuries ended his time 

there. Note in early August he failed a physical with the New York Jets (Hamstring) after being claimed off of 
waivers. A solid athlete with poor height, solid weight, marginal arm length and solid sized hands whose twitch 

and short area burst at times can make caffeine nervous. Solid athletic stance with most routes showing 80/20 

weight distribution rarely false stepping leading to good get off. His good release is mostly seen in speed 
releases vs off coverage, but against press coverage he does feature a good Single Move Release and Hand Wipe 

or Chop. His solid short area Burst chews up grass into his Break Point mostly featuring Speed Cuts and a solid 
natural ability in separation quickness. When he does use a Square Cut on intermediate in or out breaking 

routes he can show solid footwork. Solid hands take the ball in away from his body consistently, and has the 

athleticism to elevate and high point balls on shorter routes. Plays on the Hands Team on Special Teams. Has 
solid play speed taking the ball and quickly getting north or away from near defenders. His solid competitive 

toughness shows on big hits from larger safeties like Eric Reid, and manages to hold on to the ball and show grit 

through physical consequences.Struggles with details for some routes starting with his stance which can give 
away Smoke Routes, Bubble Screens, or if he is going to go in Motion. Does not possess a wide range of release 

moves, relies on athleticism to win early. Too often does not vary pace or speed through his route and early 

stem.Issues arise mid Stem against off coverage where he rarely attacks leverage or finds the Blind Spot of 
bailing cornerbacks. This leads to adequate mental processing, unclear whether he is actively altering his route 

path based on reading coverage triangles (or just moving off the midline of the route) . Numerous missed 
connections with Lions Matt Stafford believe to be misreading leverage. Shows marginal play strength against 

mid and upper tier defenders where his contact balance can falter against minimal contact at the top of short or 

intermediate routes. Does not consistently sink hips in Speed Cuts, and turns routes like hitches into Turn Curls. 
His use of hands is adequate at best, does not show route details like Elbow Jams in breaks, again relying on AA. 

Shows only adequate ability to adjust to ball in mid air and help a QB with sub par placement. His body control 
can lead into only adequate YAC where yards are left on the field. The twitch is not there with the ball in his 

hands, not a reliable 3rd and medium receiver. Blocking in general is an issue, shows a lack of willing to make 

contact with any type of consistency. Not a reliable backside blocker, will get body position and fail to engage 

leading to yards left on the field. Issues could stem from marginal play strength. Have to question his body's 
durability with repeat ankle and hamstring issues. Quickness did fall off as the year went on probably tied to 

hamstring. Overall a role player who can win early in the down whose ceiling in the league has been limited by 

his ability to stay on the field partially due to durability. Would not place in a system that required its WRs to 

block frequently, or that required WRs to win with isolation vertical routes

9
2018 Week 15-17 Hamstring Injury Week 13 Limited in Practice (Questionable) with Back 

Week 3 Hamstring IR pulled team released with injury settlement 2017 Week 1-2 
Concussion sustained in Week1 August note NYJ waived because he was not 

fully recovered from 2016 Hamstring Injury 2016 Preseason Hamstring Season IR shortly 

there after 2015 Weeks 1-2 Out with Ankle Injury 2014 Week 16 Hamstring injured left 

game early in 3rd Week 12-13 out from Ankle Injury 

MEASURABLES

WR

KEY STATS

2018: vs NE 9/9, vs TEN 9/16, vs CAR 11/18, vs CHI 11/22, vs LAR 12/02

Twitch, Single Move Release, Separation Quickness

Has yet to be on the field for a full 16 game season arrow is point down for game 
participation and productivity has never eclipsed 400 yards receiver in career Note was 

more active in return game in ST earlier in career BEFORE the Hamstring Injury now only 

relegated to Hands Team and occasional PRs

13 29%

Role player who can win early in the down whose ceiling in the league has been limited by 

his ability to stay on the field partially due to durability. Would not place in a system that 
required its WRs to block frequently, or that required WRs to win with isolation vertical 

routes

Route Running, Play Strength, Willingness to Block/Initiate Contact, Durability 

Offensive PB centered around Quick Game Concepts, or lateral stretches of the defense via 

speed and misdirection
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